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77-1112: BE IT RESOLVED THE SA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE allocate up to $291.13 from Budget
Increases, Account 1099, to Model UN, Account 1914, to attend the Five College Model UN Conference.
First of Two Readings
78-1112: BE IT RESOLVED THE SA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE allocate up to $940.00 from Permanent
Equipment, Account 2000, to GSTV, Account 1504, for an ATEM TV Studio Pro Switcher.
First of Two Readings
79-1112: BE IT RESOLVED THE SA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE approve the following people to the
Undergraduate Student Association Elections Committee: Steven Cootware, Madeline Klein, and Kasey Hoar.
Open Discussion.
Adjournment

Call to Order: 6:15 pm with all but Tyler Ocon present.
Approval of the Agenda:
Brittany moves to add 79-1112: BE IT RESOLVED THE SA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE approve the following people to the
Undergraduate Student Association Elections Committee: Steven Cootware, Madeline Klein, and Kasey Hoar.
Seconded by Justin.
Motion passes 6-0-0.
Justin motions to amend reading 75-1112: 75-1112: BE IT RESOLVED THE SA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE allocate up to
$4,500.00 from Budget Increases, Account 1099, to SA Programs, Account 1002, for the GREAT Day Luncheon to “up to $3,500”
Seconded by Carly.
Motion passes 5-0-1 with Justin abstaining.
Agenda passes 6-0-0.
Approval of the Minutes:
Passes 7-0-0.
Lindsay motions to suspend Robert’s Rules of Order.
Seconded by Justin
Motion passes 6-0-0.
Updates
President, Nicholas Spengler updates:
Vice-President, Tyler Ocon updates: Not present.
Director of Business Affairs, Brittany Wolf updates: Thanks for getting your budgets in. If your club didn’t get their budget in, and
you still want one, email me as soon as possible since you get docked 10% each day it is late. Tomorrow’s budget reviews are in
College Union 330. On Friday it’s in room 325.
Director of Inter-Residence Affairs, Carly Annable updates: IRC held its first town hall style meeting on Monday, it went over really
well. Next time I will advertise a lot more to get a lot more people and comments. I will let you know when that happens.
Director of Public Relations, Lindsey Hebell updates: Hopefully you saw the publicity I put out for today’s election meet and greet.
It will happen directly after this meeting. Feel free to talk to us if you have any interest in running. Steve Fisher will also be here and
you can ask him any questions you have about elections in general. I hope to see you all after.
Director of Academic Affairs, Justin Shapiro updates: College Bowl is this Saturday, February 18th, registration closed today at 4pm.
For all of you who are team captains I will be emailing you soon. Rock Your Semester will be starting at 2:30pm until whenever it
ends but we will advertise when your department will be there. Its Geneseo’s own peer advisement system. Provost Long needs your
help because ever since Geneseo has taken over the SOFI’s, the response rate has declined dramatically; so email Provost Long if you
have any ideas at long@geneseo. Applications for Genesee Hall are due February 17th.
Director of Student Affairs, Stasia Monteiro updates: My big news for today is starting tomorrow you can pick up your ticket for the
budget advocacy bus trip. There’s a $5 deposit that will be refunded. Monday March 5th, come advocate for SUNY and the budget. To
return to gender neutral housing, applications are due this Friday and Genesee houses 6 and 8 person suites. You don’t have to have a
gender neutral suite to live there, but if you want to submit your application before Friday you will get dibs on which suite you live in
in the building. BSU’s Soul Food Dinner is coming up on Saturday, February 25th. I encourage you to all attend. Doors open at
5:30pm.
Director of Student Programming, Heather Bristol updates: Winter Week is still going on for AC. Tonight is “Paint Your Heart
Out” in the KnightSpot from 7pm-9pm so please stop by. The Lip Synch contest is cancelled due to lack of applicants, but the Battle
of the Bands will be on Friday from 8pm-10:30pm in the Ballroom; its all students groups. The winner is picked by those who attend.
On Saturday, in Wads at 8pm, is pianist William Joseph. Tickets are still on sale for $6 at the SA Ticket Office.
Kate Rebban, Director of SA Programs, Personnel, & Finances updates: No new updates.
Patty Hamilton-Rodgers, SA Executive Committee Advisor updates: No new updates.
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Open Updates
Stasia says I have also been working closely with CAS and I will be having a meeting with some of the chefs this coming Tuesday.
One word of advice, if you are applying for a CAS grant, I encourage you to get those in as early as possible to ensure that you get that
funding.
Old Business
73-1112: BE IT RESOLVED THE SA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE approve the one year probationary status of Quidditch as a Club
Sport.
Second of Two Readings
Rob says we are looking to get recognized because as an organization we want to do more stuff. We want to have a tournament or two
at Geneseo next year and we cannot fund what we want to do.
73-1112: Second of Two Readings, Passes 6-0-0.
74-1112: BE IT RESOLVED THE SA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE approve the bolded changes to the USAEC Elections Committee
Guidelines in the attached rationale in Article 2-Section B and C, Article 6-Section A and B, and Article 8-Section G.
Second of Two Readings
Steve says, basically since the last reading the only thing that I changed were more of the grammatical errors. They were everywhere.
I re-outlined the whole document to get rid of any bullet points that there were. Now it is much more coherent as to which part is
being referred to.
Justin asks are you going to be submitting the revised edition later?
Steve says yes after elections.
74-1112: Second of Two Readings, Passes 6-0-0.
New Business
75-1112: BE IT RESOLVED THE SA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE allocate up to $3,500.00 from Budget Increases, Account 1099,
to SA Programs, Account 1002, for the GREAT Day Luncheon.
First of Two Readings
Justin says I first had a really great Power Point but I had to ditch it. GREAT is an acronym. It is a day full of many different
presentations by students. It’s a showcase of what Geneseo’s academic youth have to offer. Everyone from across the state comes to
see what students at Geneseo can truly do. It’s not just for this campus. GREAT Day offers a great thing; it can have everyone be
published. Anyone who presents at GREAT Day, graduates a published author. What is SA funding? The luncheon. With this funding
we can accommodate 800 people. It was reduced because we will be taking $1000 from supplies because only $100 has been used this
year. We will be realigning it to the GREAT Day support line. It is also funded with $500 from the AAC. Who was at the luncheon
last year? It’s really big and the Union was packed. There are also vegetarian options. The luncheon is supporting those who do the
presentations and others. The luncheon draws in more students which is great. Anyone who sees food might be more inclined to see a
presentation or walk around at least. It is good to show support for students who present on GREAT Day. Everyone who presents
needs a faculty advisor. There’s a student intern who is working on this, so this is very much coordinated by students who are working
in Erwin. Right now we have 10 volunteers working for us. They will be setting up easels, guiding people around, and taking down
posters and everything at the end of the day. I’m working on publicity, if you want to contact me its saaac@geneseo. There is also a
keynote speaker. Last year it was a really great presentation by a scientist from Cornell about honeybees. This year is Dr. Frederick
Heber, he is an archaeologist and an explorer. Sounds like it will be interesting. The students themselves, they are the people who put
in the most effort. This is SA’s second year supporting the GREAT Day luncheon. Last year, the exec board approached Patty and
said that this would be a great way to give back to the students. Next week there will be a Power Point presentation.
Charles asks why isn’t it in the budget?
Justin says because there is already $25,000 going into GREAT Day. Essentially we are just funding the luncheon.
Nick says last year was the first year that SA has ever funded it, and it is not looked upon well to fund something for forever if it was
only done once.
A representative asks who funded the luncheon before SA?
Justin says it used to be taken out of another budget.
Carly says I know that we have AAC to help academic clubs and organizations but I think that we don’t fund very many actual
academic things that students do. This is a different way for us to give back to students that pay the mandatory activity fee.
75-1112: First of Two Readings, Passes 5-0-1 with Justin abstaining.
76-1112: BE IT RESOLVED THE SA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE allocate up to $6,624.45from Permanent Equipment, Account
2000, to Geneseo SA Tech, Account 1004, for a Mixing Console, Lighting Board, and Custom Case.
First of Two Readings
George says I am the student maintenance technical director for SA Tech. SA Tech has a very pressing need for this equipment. The
new audio mixer is a necessity. SA Tech currently has 3 mixing soundboards. There is a 24 channel mixing soundboard in the College
Union permanently, as well as a 20 channel and a 12 channel board. All 3 of these boards were purchased before the year 2000. The
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one in the College Union was bought around 2000, and the 2 that we use most are from 1996 and 1998. The big concern is that the
1998 board is the one that we use most heavily. This is a concern because we have had trouble with these boards failing. Right now it
is my professional opinion and of other people that these boards are failing. These boards have given us 13 years of life, which I think
is more than reasonable to get from such a board. We want to upgrade our capabilities to better serve the student body. What this new
mixing console allows us to do is it gives us access to greater signal manipulation and ultimate better sound for student events. We
have been approached by MAC’s Place coordinator and she has come to us asking for people to play but we have to turn them away
because we don’t have the right console. A high quality case is important for keeping a board to last. We have quotes for 2 cases. The
Gator case is slightly less expensive and the Olympic case is of better quality. We are concerned about the lighting console for the
KnightSpot. Right now the KnightSpot lighting controls are a “Knightmare”. I’m the person that knows the most about any of the
equipment that SA Tech owns. On a good day I can get the lights in the KnightSpot to turn on. There are a lot of really good fixtures
in the KnightSpot that we haven’t been able to use for a long time. It would help SA Tech employees to operate more efficiently and
to produce better quality lighting. The board would be permanently installed in the KnightSpot. The installation costs would be around
$483 for the KnightSpot. I have a verbal commitment from Chip Matthews that the College Union will cover those costs. There are 2
other pieces in our reading that we have been able to cover through our own supply line.
Dara asks can you just tell me what the soundboards are used for?
George says it is the heart, soul and brain of any kind of sound equipment that we use. Essentially it allows us to control all of our
microphones and translate that into sound coming out of the speakers. If you have a broken board it doesn’t matter how much other
equipment that you have.
Dara asks what events would you use them for?
George says for this board we would use it mainly for MAC’s Place events, which is when bands come in. We would run all of their
events, and any other event that would require a portable sound set up. Like Spring Fest where we bring out our own equipment.
Pretty much anything mobile on campus that doesn’t already have a soundboard.
Casey asks will the members of SA Tech be equipped to operate these boards?
George says yes we are not getting new equipment and then letting our employees at it. If SA lets us buy this, we will go extensively
though all the manuals, and then my training manager and I will go through with every employee and ensure their successful use of
the equipment.
A representative asks how do we know that the lights in the KnightSpot will work if we haven’t’ turned them on in a while?
George says 4 lights in particular are giving us a problem. They are moving lights. This board that we are planning on purchasing is
specifically made for those types of lights. They will most definitely work and we have cross checked what kind of lights and fixtures
this new board can handle. And those lights have been specifically stated to be handled.
Carly asks if we allot you guys this money are you going to come back to ask for more funding? Will you ask for more money to train
employees?
George says no it will be covered.
Heather says in the reading it says with the new light system, only SA Tech employees would be able to use it. Is there any way that
GLK managers could be trained to turn on the lights and sound? Some organizations don’t have large tech budgets.
George says this new board is very easy to use. It handles traditional fixtures, something that GLK would probably be using in the
same way that the current light system does. In regards to the more advanced things, I would be more than happy to go over with GLK
and train them, but GLK would have to approach me.
Justin asks how long would this take to install and will the KnightSpot be out of commission?
George says no it would take a day.
Charles asks how much money is in the projects budget?
Brittany says a bit over $41,000.
A representative asks about what percentage of the people have been turned away would be able to be taken?
George says it’s a professional grade mixing board. It’s been in use with actual theatres, with actual productions. We would be able to
accommodate almost any band that Geneseo could provide a budget for. Maybe not the spring concert, but with this board we would
have the ability to deal with just about any band.
A representative asks how much abuse does a case get?
George says not a ton; I try to ensure that all of our employees are very careful with our equipment. There is normal wear and tear that
does happen during business.
A representative asks you said the old boards lasted 13 years, how long would the new one last?
George says I would say that it is reasonable to expect at the minimum 7 years out of this new board. Our old boards have lasted so
long because they are so simple. With a more complex board like this the shelf life might be a touch smaller but I’m sure that with
proper maintenance and care, we can keep this board in SA for a long time.
Stasia asks what makes this board more complex and better suited to accommodate other people?
George says this board provides us with a lot of normal equipment that you can process a signal with. With our traditional audio
board, signal goes in and signal goes out. If you want to process that in any way you have to send it through a bunch of pieces of
equipment. This board comes with $1500 worth of out-board equipment.
Stasia asks I am wondering how soon you would be able to use this equipment?
George says I can see us using the light board a lot sooner than the sound board since the soundboard is a large leap into the future of
boards. It will take a little bit longer to sift through the manual. By the end of this year maybe but definitely by next year.
Kate asks if Applied Audio does the installation will they do any training?
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George says yes, it won’t be as extensive as a 4 hour training session, but if we go with Applied Audio for the installation and for the
ordering of the board, their salespeople are phenomenal, they will sit down with us and go through some basic specifications of the
board. They will put us in the right direction.
A representative asks is there any warranty on the board?
George says there is but I can check the specifics.
Stasia says you also mentioned that it was the opinion of you and the other people on this board. Who are these other people?
George says I have talked to the people of Applied Audio as well as other people that work with me. They are the company that we go
to Limelight and Accents for this stuff, and it is their opinion through personal conversation that we have had with them.
Carly asks is there any way that we can possibly get a written thing from them, so that we have more than just conversations to go off
of?
George says yes I can certainly arrange that.
Carly says I want to commend you for how well put together your reading is. You seem very knowledgeable and you are very capable
of answering questions. I really appreciate it.
Dara says I don’t know anything about soundboards, but I was in a show in the KnightSpot and the lighting was so problematic, that
some people were standing in the dark.
76-1112: First of Two Readings, Passes 6-0-0.
77-1112: BE IT RESOLVED THE SA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE allocate up to $291.13 from Budget Increases, Account 1099, to
Model UN, Account 1914, to attend the Five College Model UN Conference.
First of Two Readings
Chris says last week we did a reading to move $700 to attend this conference. For the last 2 years we have gotten extra SA money to
attend this. For both of these last 2 years we have won outstanding delegation. I thought this year we could use the money that we
already had, but there was less than I already thought. The other $291 we are requesting to make up the difference.
Dara says this is a very important conference for us. We have been winning second but we want to win first place this year. We are on
best delegate.com. because of this and we can also go to other conferences. We have funded most of it ourselves.
Chris says we are trying to make this a bigger conference where we can take more of our club. We like to take a lot of the freshmen
and have them gain experience at this conference.
Justin asks is it true we have beaten Columbia, William and Mary, the Marines, etc?
Dara says yes how did you know?
Kate asks do you have the breakdown of the delegate fees, registration and parking?
Chris says we don’t pay for parking or lodging. Through networking I got a business card from Tyler Ocon and it was supposed to be
$60 per delegate but we are paying $54. Delegation fees are $60 for the whole delegation and $54 per person. We are requesting to
take 24 people at maximum; we might take less people depending on how many drivers we have.
Stasia asks what is the date?
Chris says March 30-April 1.
Dara says anyone who is interested in going can go.
Kate asks are you collecting the other half?
Chris says yes. If we got funding it would only be about $39 per person compared to $80.
Lindsay asks where is it?
Dara says Mount Holyoke University. Near Amherst.
George says I feel your pain for how expensive conferences are, and I am more than supportive of this.
77-1112: First of Two Readings, Passes 5-0-1 with Justin abstaining.
78-1112: BE IT RESOLVED THE SA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE allocate up to $940.00 from Permanent Equipment, Account
2000, to GSTV, Account 1504, for an ATEM TV Studio Pro Switcher.
First of Two Readings
Sam says this reading is for a Pro Switcher. The cameras that were mistakenly purchased were returned for HD cameras. The switcher
will take the signal and output it into our feed for the campus. You can’t use any of the new equipment with the current Switcher. We
understand that this is an additional expense that was not put on the floor the first time that we came here. We talked to Tyler, where
GSTV would pay for it out of its own budget, in this way SA would not pay for it. We would get the switcher and improve GSTV’s
image and sound quality. I am going to ask you to motion to waive the first reading. We have been in contact with the company for
weeks and we cannot use the equipment that we have right now.
Carly asks does the Switcher require any software?
Sam says yes it comes with the software. From the computer you can work the switchers.
Carly asks do you have a computer that is compatible with this switcher?
Sam says we are currently talking with CIT; they have a bunch of computer equipment and we could get one that would work with
that.
Lindsay says in regard to your request to waive the reading, this board has tried to set a precedent to not waive the first readings. Is
there a specific reason? Did he say that you are hard-pressed?
Sam says there hasn’t been a “you can’t order past this date” but he is pressing us to move along because it has been a while. Given
the fact that with the exec board’s approval you would not be spending any money, this would not be setting a precedent but is just for
this reason.
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Brittany says this is because they can’t spend that much out of the Permanent Equipment line.
Carly asks is there any way that we can find out about whether or not you can get a compatible computer for this by next weeks’
reading?
Sam says yes, but I don’t have a specific model that I can tell you we can get. We could use the personal laptops but we want to be
careful about that because if there is a license on the software we don’t want to violate that. CIT has extra computers that have the
capability to use the software. They would be loaning it. There isn’t a set in stone agreement, but it is our understanding that they have
it and in the past they have helped us. In SA, is there something that we could look into?
Kate says there is one that was in the back room. I think it was still working and when I talked to Eric from Full Compass he was
going to send the SPECS of the minimum requirements for the computer. He did say it doesn’t draw a lot of power so it won’t need a
lot of memory.
Stasia asks in what way is it verified that the switcher will work along with the equipment you have?
Sam says I have provided all of the emails that I have sent and received with Eric from Full Compass. We went through step by step
of everything. We took photos, traced all the cords back to where they go, and made sure that it would all work out.
Casey asks how are you and your staff equipped to make sure that it operates?
Sam says it would be easier to operate this system than the one we have now. The one we have now we only have 3 people that know
how to use. The software is on the computer and it is a lot more user friendly, it is pretty simple to use and would expand the number
of people who could use it in a show.
Kate says I was talking to Eric and he said that it is a very easy program and they have a tech support person who would be more than
willing to walk GSTV through the set up and the training of it and would be very willing to help.
Carly says as much as I think that speeding up the process so they can use the items is a great idea, I am uncomfortable passing a
reading of this size in one week because we do not have an agreement on the agenda that they will give the $900 back. I don’t want to
allocate the money knowing that we won’t get the money back.
Nick says that reading has been handed in and it will be on the agenda next week.
Stasia says you made a point that you don’t have a computer picked out yet. However, I don’t think it’s responsible to allocate almost
$1000 if we can’t guarantee that there isn’t a computer that is set up for this. Again, I would advocate for finding a computer.
Heather says that’s my main reason for not wanting to waive the first reading. Even though it appears that CIT has computers that they
lend out to people, I think that it would be good to make sure that you can use one. Otherwise you could run into the licensing issues
by putting it on a personal computer. You won’t be able to use the switcher at all if problems arise with getting a computer.
Charles says I didn’t like the fact that they had to return the first cameras, but this is their money and I think that they should have to
worry about the complicated process if they are using their own money.
Dara says I think it’s great that GSTV has found a way to get its own money. I hope that previous animosities don’t cloud judgment. If
they want to waive the first reading and it’s their own money it is their decision.
Sam says our editing computer could be used as a temporary computer until next semester when we had another computer.
78-1112: First of Two Readings, Passes 5-0-1.
79-1112: BE IT RESOLVED THE SA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE approve the following people to the Undergraduate Student
Association Elections Committee: Steven Cootware, Madeline Klein, and Kasey Hoar. Nick says I am appointing more people to the
existing committee. Everyone that applied we found room for on the committee. All four of these people have been highly
recommended to me and I think that they are highly qualified.
79-1112: First and Only Reading, Passes 5-0-0.
Open Discussion
Stacey Wiley says in one of my previous jobs I was the Dean of Students and I kind of miss that so I’m very excited to be here. I just
wanted to tell you what the office can do. Maybe some of you have already been over there, if there is anyone here who hasn’t visited
Career Services; we do 3 things. One is career planning and career exploration. For students who haven’t declared a major yet we can
definitely help you out. If you are still struggling with figuring that out you should make an appointment and come over. If you
already have declared a major, we can help you pinpoint what kind of career path you want to go in, what you can do with whatever
major you decided on. Whether you have declared or not we can definitely be helpful. The second part is the actual job search. How
do you find employers to apply to? How do you write a good cover letter or a resume? You need to know how to write about your
skills on a resume that differentiates you from others. You all have a step up in the job search process but you have to effectively
communicate that. Definitely come see us, don’t do it on your own. I will be happy to review over emails too. The mock interview
process is very important too. It is more important to make mistakes with us than with real employers. It is very helpful to do one. It
helps you to be prepared and a lot less nervous. That whole job search piece is the second thing. The third is grad school advising. You
all must be planning on going, so if that is something you are thinking about again, come and see us and we will tell you who has what
programs. If you are worried about finances we can help tell you about which schools have assistantships available, or if you want
help with personal statements. Those would be the three main things that we do.
A representative asks where is Career Services?
Stacey says Blake A 104; we are right next to CAS. I think that we are moving but not anytime soon.
Patty asks there used to be a program where you facilitated a program with alumni. Do you still do that?
Stacey says yes that is an online mentoring network with alumni. They are very supportive because many alumni had a great time
when they were here. They want to help current students. We have a few different ways that you can communicate with alumni. We
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are going to put a lot more things online such as with twitter. Career partners exist and there are already alumni in there that are
waiting to talk to you.
A representative asks do you walk in or do you have to email someone?
Stacey says you can do either. You don’t need an appointment if you come in during walk in hours, but emails are suggested so that
you can make sure that you can get in.
Charles asks how do you help us this late in the game?
Stacey says we are dealing with deadlines for grad school so now might be a bit of a problem for grad school. Some have rolling
admission so you can apply up until the end. But if you are thinking of doing something new, come in and we can talk.
Lindsay asks I have been on the portal before, and if our location is not on the portal should we go up the hill to Main Street and talk
to alumni people up there or talk to Career Services?
Stacey we can get you in touch with someone in your geographical location. It doesn’t mean that there aren’t people out there; we can
make the connection for you.
Carly says I want to advocate for the mock interview process. If you go, you can tell them what you are interviewing for, and a lot of
times they will look up potential questions that you could be asked so it’s more than just interview etiquette.
A representative asks do you do mock phone interviews?
Stacey asks in anticipation of a phone interview with an employer? Generally we like students to come in because it gives us a chance
to see how your demeanor is. We try to get you in so we can see what you are doing since you eventually will do a face to face
interview. I think it’s to your benefit for you to come in and sit down so I can see what you’re doing and make some suggestions. If
you succeed in the phone interview you will be face to face eventually.
Stasia asks I get a decent number of emails from Career Services and I don’t remember if I used to get a lot of emails earlier, so I was
just wondering if there is anyone out there that might not be getting all these great emails?
Stacey says if some of you are not aware of what she is talking about I can make sure that you get such emails. Please let us know and
anyone can be added.
Brittany motions to return to Robert’s Rules of Order.
Seconded by Justin.
Motion passes 6-0-0.
Heather says I wanted to say that I know that the SA elections process has started, but also AC elections are going to be opening soon.
It will be an online form and I’ll get you details next week. I just wanted to put that out there if any of you guys are interested in
helping out you should definitely apply.
Adjournment
Meeting adjourned at 7:21 pm.

Respectfully Submitted,

Lena Freed
Recording Secretary
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